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Liberal Crying
I think that Congress needs its diaper
changed. Maybe it’s time to throw the baby out
with the bath water.
What a shame to read about the “temper
tantrum” that the Democrats orchestrated on Tuesday and Wednesday.
When will the “spoiled” kids wake up and start acting their age and own up
to their responsibilities? The Democrat party is quickly loosing face to all
true Americans and that cannot be overcome with those presently “incharge” of the party.
Not only do we have liars, cheaters, thieves, un-indicted coconspirators, riot instigators and un-American Representatives. but we
have strident followers of Geo. Soros and Saul Alinsky. The Democrats are
becoming the Socialist/Communistic party by their “rantings” and actions.
The Democrats were known for supporting the working class and the
poor until recently, that category of people realized that they were being
“used” just for their votes. Cities are crumbling, states are becoming
unlivable due to the extremely high taxes and laws that are just meant to
show the public that the politicians are the ones in control - NOT THE
PEOPLE. This all becomes quite clear when you see Democrats acting
like spoiled children when they don’t get their way.
Many of these imbecilic actions have been perpetrated by our very
own idiot Senators. Dianne Feinstein and Kamala Harris (both D1

Calif.) are leading contenders for IDIOTS OF THE YEAR award. Mind you
- they have lots of competition from their home state for this “prize”. This all
doesn’t speak well of our state and those American citizens that reside
there. Being represented by STUPID PEOPLE is an EMBARRASSMENT
to our entire country.
Many of these “fumblebutts’” have been compared to a box of rocks
to see who is the smartest. I know it was a tough question for some, but for
others the “rocks” won by a landslide.
The thought that our Representatives are smart is ludicrous. Most
times it would be best to keep your mouth closed and have people think
your stupid than to open it and prove they are right.

May the Good Lord continue blessing
our country.

Thanks for listening - Ron
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